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Topher Park

EDITOR’S LETTER

The very clothes we wear represents much more than 
the materials it was created from. The very moments 

we get that latest sneaker from standing in line all night 
before they sell out or constantly making adjustments 
on that suit to get just the right fit, are the efforts and 
persistence that define our personal identity for the things 
we acquire. Each article of clothing we put on represents 
pieces of our identity. It represents where we came from 
and where we’re going; what we do and why we do it. The 
clothes we wear today encompass the mark we make in 
this life today, in hopes of being remembered tomorrow. 
Welcome, to our third issue of toph&her.
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OUTERWEAR FOR THE SEASON
Words by Nic Alves

he days are still long and the sun sets later, but before you know it, Fall will be upon us, which means it’s time to 
bring out the layers and build those stylish looks you’ve been waiting all year for. Start this upcoming season of on 

the right foot with a few of our favorite pieces to help you get through this fall in style.
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DOWN JACKET

he outdoor jacket takes shape in multiple styles, including the down jacket. his versatile piece can easily become 
your go-to item not only in the fall but also through winter. In addition to the outer waterproof shell, the inside 
is packed with geese or duck feathers into a brick-like pattern, which have superb insulation while retaining 
warmth. Patagonia, North Face, Columbia, L.L. Bean and Uniqlo are a few places you can start at. Stay warm.

5
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ZIP-UP

he zip-up hoodie is a light and simple outer layer  popular amongst young entrepreneurs (*cough* Mark Zuckerberg). 
Now I know what you’re thinking, “hoodies don’t work for me”, “I feel like a kid and the hood gets in the way”. You’re 
right, the hoodie may not be so favorable in everyone’s wardrobe, but there are alternatives like hoodless zip-ups. 

SPORT COAT

he sport coat, popularly known as the casual blazer, is my personal favorite. his piece can be dressed 
up or down without ever looking underdressed- combine the coat with a pair of chinos and oxfords for 
the oice, then throw it over a t-shirt and jeans for a night out. When picking a sport coat, aim for non-
traditional colors like maroon, olive green, light blue, and patterns like herringbone or heather. You can ind 
a variety of sport coats online and in-stores, we recommend checking out Combatant Gentleman or J.Crew. 
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THE PLAID SUIT

Featuring Sammy Cruz   Photos by Oscar Ho

A well-tailored plaid suit will help you achieve one of fall’s essential looks. Pair with a solid spread collar shirt and a 
clean pair of brown loafers, and you’ll become the deinition of sophisticated. 
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K ris Hattori sits with us to share his take on the business of resel l ing and the f uture of such a hyped 
cu lture.

STREETWEAR TALK
Words by Topher Park   

Photography by Oscar Ho  

12 AUG 2017
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K ris Hattori doesn’t spend much time deciding his 
outfit of the day. Having already created a rather 
practical and comfortable uniform for the office, 

he quickly gets dressed and is out the door before morning 
traffic worsens. Though, working for a well-recognized 
streetwear company, every so often he’ ll invest a few extra 
minutes to select the perfect pair of shoes to f lex at work. 

“Shoes are the most interesting, because there’s an element 
of technology in them. There’s hoodies, there’s t-shirts, 
but you have to start with the shoes,” he says. 

Three and a half years at Undefeated changed Hattori. His 
exposure to the emerging world of streetwear shifted his 
style in a new direction. “I came into the company knowing 
nothing about streetwear. I’m a huge nerd. That’s where I 
come from. I learned everything from my co-workers,” he 
explains. As the director of ecommerce, hundreds of rare 
and hyped items make their way across his desk. To fully 
understand the value and culture of streetwear, Hattori 
turned to education. “Working at Undefeated gave me 
access to all sorts of brands. This allowed me to try different 
things and I got really into it. When you’re just seeing these 
items and the price tags, it’s meaningless unless you know 
about them, and there are lots of resources that provide 
learning moments like Youtube videos and blogs. You have 
to get educated—that’s the number one thing,” he finishes. 

» 
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“That’s the future: more brands serving more niche 
communities”

16 AUG 2017
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Over the last decade, the streetwear market has distinctly grown into its own culture, by producing 
extremely limited quantities. Whether it’s for clothes, shoes or accessories, more and more people find 

themselves camping outside stores in the hopes of purchasing these coveted items¬. “It’s a global phenomenon. 
Nobody lines up for stuff like they line up for Supreme,” says Hattori. With a limited yet such sought after 
supply, companies are easily able to demand prices foreign to the average consumer, but continue to sell 
out. A good pair of shoes will “hover around $150. That’ ll get you in the sweet spot of anything you want, 
provided it isn’t already sold out.” But these prices don’t stop there. The constant shortage of rare items has 
established the streetwear business of reselling.

Jordans have always been and will continue to be items in demand in the resale market, but players including 
Kanye West’s Yeezy line and Supreme’s inventory have made a unique impact in the market by finding distinct 
niches. Besides being Mr. West’s brand, the Yeezy Boost sneakers have jumped ahead of the competition 
after implementing new technology known as Boost (featuring a spongy midsole made of thermoplastic 
polyurethane). “Shoes will keep moving forward because of technology. You’re getting something distinctly 
different than aesthetic,” he says. “It’s funny because the air bubble (known as Air Max) was pitched to 
Adidas first, but they passed on it. That was when Adidas was big, so Nike took it. Then Boost was pitched to 
Nike, but they passed on it, and then Adidas took it. You can see it’s just a cycle. Someone will come out with 
that third modern technology and it’ ll be huge.” Though technology is the driving factor for shoes, Supreme 
found its success through its bold choices of unique items including the crowbar, brick, and can’t forget, the 
Supreme Cash Canon Money Gun - “Supreme knows the value of its accessory program and being sort of 
off-kilter and different¬–in a way that no one else is currently able to do,” Hattori explains. As a streetwear 
brand that is quickly becoming a fashion powerhouse, Supreme has managed to exponentially grow through 
additional departments: “Items like the crowbar and the brick are so practical from a marketing standpoint, 
that they’re so brilliantly different and weird, that’s what pulled me in. The first thing I picked up was the 
crowbar and there’s a value in that sort of irrationality in their accessories. Nobody’s using these to do the 
things they’re meant for. It’s something smart and edgy that only Supreme can do at this point and that’s 
what keeps them on top.” Supreme has made a name for themselves through apparel and now established 
their accessory line, creating a whole new element to the streetwear culture. “Supreme has their hardcore 
streetwear fans that just want the apparel. Then there are people who dip a toe in by getting a keychain or 
a coaster, and that’s a whole different market. There are many different in-roads to becoming a fan of the 
brand.”

» 
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A variety of routes of entering the streetwear community allows for an accelerated growth for these 
companies. Within the last few years, brands have capitalized on specific niches, shifting the streetwear 
culture and market. With so much change in such a short period of time, it should be intriguing to follow 
the future of streetwear. “Streetwear is going to fragment, and I don’t mean that in a destructive way. 
You’ll see more and more small brands fall into their niche. Everyone is going to have their own brand and 
everyone is going to have like a hundred people buy their brand and that’s going to be the future of it–total 
fragmentation,” Hattori says. “That’s the future: more brands serving more niche communities.”

It’s undeniable that more streetwear brands will emerge, bringing another drastic change to the market; 
however the overall direction of streetwear seems to be on the same train– athleisure. “Streetwear is leaning 
more towards comfort and that’s something that can’t be undone. We’re not all wearing a suit and tie to get 
on an airplane like people used to. We’re not unconcerned with fashion, but we have moved towards a level of 
comfort that is going to be very hard to undo. We’ve gone so far and now, convincing someone to go out and 
wear a suit and tie all the time–those days are gone.” There will always be a time and place for formal wear or 
what is considered “professional attire,” but athleisure has and is continuing to change the dress code. Now 
we’re not crossing off nice tapered pants, but how could you pass up a comfy pair of joggers?

The unique style and comfort of streetwear has had a big inf luence on Hattori. In addition to evolving 
his wardrobe, his experience in apparel merged with his love for gaming and streetwear, allowed him to 
start-up 9999dmg (pronounced nine-nine-nine-nine dmg), a streetwear and gaming clothing line. “I’ve 
been designing shirts and working with my dad’s t-shirt company my whole life, so it was always a thing. 
Streetwear helped make my ideas more thoughtful.” With gaming culture quickly on the rise, Hattori 
combined these two worlds to create refined apparel for the untapped community. “Hot Topic is where we 
[gamers] would have to go and someone’s got to change that. We’ve got to make gamers and gaming more 
tasteful. That’s what’s happening– professional gaming and gamers are making more money than films. 
Everything points to the rise of nerd culture and so I want to make apparel that informs and serves that 
culture without gamers having to jump onto basically what’s becoming mainstream culture.” 9999dmg will 
feature a variety of t-shirts with printed gaming culture and streetwear references, but none will catch a 
gamer’s eye like the name of the brand– “It’s an RPG (role-playing-game) reference. When you would do 
damage in games, the system didn’t have enough data to output the number, 10,000, so we do all nines– 
that’s how you know you maxed out.” 

9999dmg will release later this year.

“We have moved towards a level of comfort 
that is going to be very hard to undo”

20 AUG 2017
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FALL TUNES
Words by Mary J. Park

It is that time of the year again–fall! You know what the perfect addition to sporting winter coats, wool hats and 
sipping on pumpkin spice lattes are? 

A sexy playlist to listen to. 

Inspired from early morning commutes, sipping on hot cofee under cloudy and chilly weather, this playlist 
features some of my favorite artists including Syd ha Kyd and Dean, Daniel Caesar and NAO. he irst 
half of the list gives you a kick-start to your day with synthesizers and twists of pop. he second half 
transitions into chill R&B, relaxed beats and melodies accompanied by smooth vocals. Fall is the season 
to settle in, wrap yourself in a blanket and read your favorite book by the ire…or cuddle. Happy cuddling!

1. he Bells – Lowell

2.  Jaigantic (Galimatias Remix) – Tora, Galimatias

3.  Molecules – Disclosure

4.  Your Love – Tom Misch

5.  love – DEAN and Syd

6.  Some – Steve Lacy

7.  Get You (feat. Kali Uchis) – Daniel Caesar

8.  Conidently Lost – Sabrina Claudio

9.  World On Fire – Louis he Child

10.  Jungle – H.E.R.

11.  Bad Blood – NAO
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Well recognized for his captivating photography, Jorge Velasquez shares with us the stories he tel ls in 
front of the camera, as wel l as the meaning behind it .

REMEMBERED
Words by Topher Park   

24 AUG 2017

Photographs Courtesy of khali310 
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“There was one time I was wa lk ing around downtown 
and this lady saw I was tak ing photos. She came up to 
me and asked i f I cou ld take a photo of her, so I did 
and it made her ver y happy. At the end, a l l she sa id 
to me was that she just wanted to be remembered. 
Now ever y t ime I look at that photo I remember that 
moment and the overa l l stor y of how that photo came 
about. It is certa in aspects of photography l ike the 
one mentioned that are the most important to me.” 
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B efore the shutter starts to cl ick , Jorge 
Velasquez, “J” for short, takes a strol l around 
the neighborhood, soak ing in various 

aspects of the area. Lighting, architecture, nature 
and people are a l l a part of J ’s check list , but it’s 
the unexpected moments that tru ly catch his eye. 

Born in Nicarag ua, J and his family lef t their hometown 
for the States a couple years a f ter, quick ly sett l ing down 
in what wou ld become their new home, Inglewood, 
Ca li fornia . Though a camera wasn’t involved during 
his youth, his hunger for adventure and creativ it y was 
present. A fter shooting hoops with the neighborhood 
k ids, J spent t ime watching his grandfather create 
intricate paintings with melted Crayons. Inspired to 
create his own art, J took a crack at drawing, but it 
d idn’t quite pan out as he expected, so he turned to 
photos. As his interest in photography developed, 
Instagram launched, providing him a platform to 
take his own photos and share them with the world.

29
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Since 2010, J ’s grown his photography col lection, experimenting and scu lpting his unique st yle. His 
mesmerizing photos have garnered recognition a l l over the world and has had opportunities to shoot 
from various locations around the nation and overseas in Europe. To capture the essence of his work , 
but a lso his identit y, J created khali310 ,  a name that wou ld soon become wel l recognized. “It’s the 
artistic side of myself–the side where I get to express myself through my photos,” he says. “The name 
came from when I was tr ying to think of a username for my Instagram account. I tried seeing i f “Ca li310” 
was avai lable but it was not. Instead of the “C” I went with a “K h ” and the “310” is the area code of 
Ca li fornia that I l ive in. A lthough the 310 area code encompasses West Los A ngeles and the South Bay 
area , when I think of the 310 area I think about the Cit y of Inglewood. Essentia l ly I wanted to have a 
username that represented the cit y and state that I grew up in and had an inf luence in who I am today.”

J ’s work has reached people a l l over the world. His passion for photography f ueled by his love for his 
hometown, surfaces in his work , evok ing captivating emotions and capturing specif ic moments in 
t ime. “I want people who view my images to see the moment I captured or to look at l i fe a l itt le dif ferent. 
There have been times when I am tak ing a photo and people wi l l come up to me and ask what I am 
shooting. I have come to rea l ize that not ever yone sees exact ly what I see, and through showing them 
my photos they can get a g l impse into what it is or how it is that I see certa in frozen moments in t ime.” 

J has shared many stories in front of the lens– stories that wi l l be remembered.
You can fol low J ’s col lection on Instagram at @k ha li310.
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A TOUCH OF MAGIC
Words by Andre Datyelian

he Los Angeles Lakers have been a lottery team for the past four years. Just like everyone else that plays the 
lottery, they’ve been mostly losing. With blame being casted across management and ownership, with a lick of 
her wand, Jeanie Buss (President of the Lakers) made Magic appear. Literally. Since Magic Johnson has taken 
over as President of Basketball Operations for the organization, he’s made some peculiar moves that seem to 
push us towards more of a rebuild rather than contender. First, he sent away sixth man contender Lou Williams 
for a late irst rounder, then he sent away D’Angelo Russell, a number two overall pick, to the Brooklyn Nets 
just so they would take Timofey Mozgov’s contract. A quiet move that didn’t go over my head was letting 
Swaggy P (aka Nick Young) go without a ight. hese three players were leading scorers for the team last year.

» 
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Now this is where the Magic really kicked in. During that time, Magic gained interest from star future 
free agents like Paul George and even rumors that could bring LeBron to LA. hese are not the usual past 
rumors that Laker fans always chase but rather solid rumors from Paul George himself. LeBron even showed 
up to a summer league game to watch the new Laker Lonzo Ball perform. Magic created cap space (basically 
NBA team’s credit limit to spend on players. Without it, you can’t ofer large contracts to players like Paul 
George) with the possibility of bringing on two max contract type players. Please Google the NBA free agent 
class of 2018 so you can feel the excitement or have a panic attack depending if you love or hate the Lakers. 

Now superstars win titles but they are also built from within. he Lakers already have pieces in place that 
could have them competing as soon as this year. With last year’s number 2 overall pick, Brandon Ingram, 
a year older and a year bigger, we could see one of the NBA’s next great two-way players grow up before our 
very eyes. he addition of this year’s number two overall pick, Lonzo Ball adds a passing vision that the 
Lakers haven’t had at the point guard position since Magic himself played. Plus, the late irst-rounder 
Kyle Kuzma has lit up summer league play while stealing Jordan Clarkson’s haircut in the process.

On top of that, for this year at least, Laker Nation grew even bigger with the of-season additions of the NBA’s 
best scoring, perimeter shooting big men, Brook Lopez and Kentavious Caldwell-Pope (KCP for short). he best 
part is their contracts allow us to keep cap space, which is currently the cornerstone of the Lakers franchise. If 
Magic fails to lure two stars to LA next year we could see a plan crumble and lead to a restart on the rebuild.

For now, I will enjoy Magic’s success. he Lakers won this year’s summer league in Vegas with Lonzo 
being named MVP and Kuzma being named Finals MVP. he Lakers seem inancially lexible, which 
is something I wouldn’t usually care about. But if Paul George says he sees himself in LA, then I’m glad 
we’ve made the room for him to join. Although it may have cost us some fan favorite players from last 
year to create this bright future, we must remember that Magic Johnson is the ultimate fan favorite.
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